
FROM LAVENDER HILL TO GLOBAL PEACE STRATEGIST - Chantel

Oppelt is a leading Peace Strategist and Executive Director of the

Institute for Applied Alchemy. Born on the Cape Flats, Cape Town,

South Africa during the Apartheid era, Chantel has built the

stamina and resilience to navigate highly charged, conflict driven

environments from a young age. Through rigorous emotional,

intellectual and spiritual processing, or doing her inner work,

Chantel is able to ascertain value and voice to her lived experience

and to everyone she meets.
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THOUGHT LEADERS
PRE-CONFERENCE DIALOGUE | Harare & Victoria Falls, 
Zimbabwe| 10-13 February 2022
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The Institute for Applied Alchemy (IAA) is highly successful at showcasing and encapsulating the essence of what is

required to integrate leadership philosophy into tangible experiences that create systemic and meaningful change to

the lives of those in need. The Institute plays a pivotal role in addressing barriers to access and articulating the gaps

towards achieving poverty alleviation, human progression, growth opportunities in macro and microeconomics, and

social policy. One of the outcomes of the Institute’s work is the establishment of Black Currency in Africa. Black Currency

provides the platform to enable and establish economic performance, inclusivity and structural transformation that

builds strong economic growth through well-executed investment security strategies, product-to-market expansion and

partnerships. Black Currency also serves as the mechanism that merges the human development factor with focused

partnerships that directly impact gender equity and safety fostering diversification and inclusivity at all policy levels.

Thought Leaders Conference presents a strategic African leadership platform 
that aims to realise and refine narratives on the Pan African Vision

My leadership is a  reflection of how I  lead my life with  

the understanding  that everything I do  has impact. “

IAA RESPONSE TO CONFLICT 
RESOLUTENESS AND PEACE

FORUM4SOCIAL SOLUTIONS 
GBV | MEN LEADING MEN 2021

2020

https://vimeo.com/436858000/fbdb66f829
https://vimeo.com/540295924


Thought Leaders Conference
aims to leverage the growing support from African nations towards other 

African nations that aligns with transforming Africa to yield tangible 
outcomes 
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BFASA was established to benefit Black Farmers assisting them to achieve commercial success and sustainable

agricultural businesses. BFASA strives to ensure that Black farmers benefit from government subsidies, land reform and

acquisition programmes including skills transfer and provision of farming implements to reach a fully-fledged

commercial trading status. The main objective is to mentor Black Farmers to achieve commercially successful farming

that is sustainable and actively contributes to food security in South Africa.
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Having travelled extensively in pursuit of opportunities, Xolile’s skills have been

perfected and used in his emergence as a leading businessman and

entrepreneur. Every business venture and association in which Xolile is involved,

is used to forward his personal objective of skills transfer to deserving members

of the community at large, to whom to pass on his own abilities and leadership

qualities and give opportunities to others who would otherwise not have.

Truly, a LION among men.

Land is power“
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Established in 1977, Three-D Agencies has for the past 40 Years provided the highest quality range of cable

accessories to a wide spectrum of South African industries. Three-D Agencies’ aim is to provide its customers with the

highest level of service and expertise at all times. By providing products of the finest quality, its goal is to be the

preferred supplier to its clientele and strives to become South Africa's Number One Cable Accessories Company.

Thought Leaders Conference engages in critical discourse as a means 
of building socio-economic growth that reintegrates Africa with Africa
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Executive Director of the Feel to Heal project, Shirneal leads with her heart

inspiring creativity and the courage to access one’s inner emotional

processing. Her background in Health Sciences, with a BSc Degree, provides

a unique lens on navigating how to ‘feel to heal’.
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Feel to Heal is a social impact project focused on building Choice and Access for women enabling economic

sustainability and entrepreneurial leadership. The intention is to work in partnerships with Zimbabwean organisations,

aims to augment the work being done in communities. This project will focus on: Gender-based violence and Women in

Leadership. The intended outcome is to create equity for young women in alignment with the South African National

Development Plan 2030 and Zimbabwean Vision 2030.
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As Managing Director of Three-D Agencies, Rohan Persadh is highly skilled

at market strategy and product expansion into new frontiers. Rohan’s

extensive experience in Sales and Marketing across industries catapults

organisations to increase revenue and reach to its markets of interest.

Rohan embodies the essence of inclusive leadership by leading teams with

integrity, courage and compassion.


